
even a slide show of tour pictures. Video and images work well together here and that's nice. But obviously

sometimes you just want to sit back and enjoy 'just' music and then the CD is perhaps the best alternative. Like

said, in this particular world 'innovation' doesn't seem to be that important, but quality is delivered no less. An

excellent tour report. (FdW)

Address: http://lunasylum.consouling.be

 

ERDEM HELVACIOGLU - ELEVEN SHORT STORIES (CD by Innova)

PLAISTOW - LACRIMOSA (CD by Insubordinations)

For his eleven pieces for prepared piano, Erdem Helvaciouglu pays homage to some of his favorite film directors

(Lynch, Kieslowski, Angelopoulos, Campion, Ki-Duk, Soderberg), but the titles do not refer to any of them

especially, but rather scenes from movies. Me no film buff, I could say to which movies these scene belong.

Turkish composer Helvacioglu has composed electronic music, which we reviewed in Vital Weekly 675, but here

its the prepared piano, which he prepared with pencils, erasers, paper, plastic and metal spoons, knives, forks,

drumsticks, guitar plectrums and slides, e-bows, metal plates, clapsticks, ear plugs, paperclips, a toy train and a

60s fashion magazine (in case you are ever near piano, you know what to try out, but be sure to use the strings

inside). The music is throughout what I would lump in with the modern classical world, and John Cage never

seems far away, but overall Helvacioglu has a melodic touch also, a melodic melancholiac touch that is. Indeed

the sort of music you would imagine to go along art house movies - long open camera shots of an empty park,

with one bench in the middle, with a person sitting on it. From the far right somebody walks slowly to the bench

and 'Trapped In The Labyrinth' is the soundtrack. I can all too easily imagine that happening. Normally I am not

the biggest lover of modern classical music, but for this lovely solo prepared piano I very gladly make an

exception.

The piano also plays a role on the CD by Plaistow, a trio with pianist Johann Bourquenez, electric bass player

Raphael Ortis and Cyril Bondi on drums. They got their name from Suqarepusher' 'Plaistow Flex Out', but there

is no link to drum & bass, but they are called 'post jazz', which made me raise an eyebrow. But I am reviewing it,

so it must be something less jazz? It is. The piano opens up with a repetitive motive which he continues for a long

time. Drum and bass slowly walk into the music and from then a very minimal piece of jazz music unfolds for the

next nine minutes, which then moves into another part of the same piece. Its the title piece and it lasts almost

twenty-three minutes, and its an excellent piece. It slowly unfolds but never really expands or takes a different

shape. For me that would have been enough. Steve Reich on a post-jazz roll? The second and last piece, 'Cube' is

a more jazz like piece, with the drums playing a much active part, and the piano playing two minimal tones, with

the bass in a supporting. Here too the piece is broken up in two parts. The piano continues but we land in a more

improvised piece, especially the drums, but coming to back the original tune. Now that's jazz! But certainly jazz

owing to post rock and most of all minimal music. Is there more like this? I might become a jazz-fan. (FdW)

Address: http://www.innova.mu

Address: http://www.metamkine.com

 

ATHANA REMIXED 2012 NO:US (LP by West Audio Productions)

LARS LEONHARD - NO COMMENT (12" by Bine Music)

Hot on the heels of the Athana collaborative release with Schanche - see Vital Weekly 819 - here is another new

record and its the successor to 'Athana Remixed 0508' (Vital Weekly 630). Back then I had no idea what I was

dealing with, as I never heard of Athana before. Now, four years later, I have, and I still have some reservations

against the whole remix thing, but I guess this lot brings the music into new circles. Two US remixers and two

from Norway, with twice the same song remixed, 'I.O. Roni' and 'Picazzo'. I never heard of any of the four

remixers at hand, Ost & KJex, Mungolian Jetset, Uberzone and Desantis. Like the previous remix project, these

four pieces (more a 12" than a LP perhaps) are all from the world of techno and house. It sounds pretty good, I'd

say, but I am perhaps not the right person to discuss the differences in the labyrinth of styles that techno/house

has become. It sounds good, the weather is sunny, what more could you want? An enjoyable record, and perhaps

one that will find its way to DJ turntables around the world. Let's hope so.

And perhaps I could write the same thing about Lars Leonhard's new 12". On one side Leonhard remixes his

own 'No Comment', besides offering an 'original edit', on the other side we have remixes by Sven Schienhammer,

T. Touzimsky and Scanner (all label mates). In his own work Leonhard - see also the review of his '1549' in Vital

Weekly 798 - combines dub, dance and ambient music, and as I predicted a return of ambient house - actually

for a while now - this fits in perfect with that. Lots of waving synthesizers with delay techniques to create that


